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PROJECTIONS ONTO TRANSLATION-INVARIANT

SUBSPACES OF ZZ'(R)

DALE E. ALSPACH AND DAVID C. ULLRICH

Abstract. Recently I. Klemes has characterized the complemented translation-

invariant subspaces of Hl (T). In this paper we investigate the case of //' (R).

The main results are that the hull of a complemented translation-invariant sub-

space is e-separated for some e > 0, and that an e-separated subset of R+

which is in the ring generated by cosets of closed subgroups of R (intersected

with R+ ) and lacunary sequences is the hull of a complemented ideal.

0. Introduction

The initial investigation of complemented translation-invariant subspaces of

L (R) was conducted by Rosenthal [Rl]. He showed that a complemented

translation-invariant subspace must have its hull in the coset ring of Rd, R

with the discrete topology, and thus is of the form

i=i

where F is a finite set and, for each i, a¡ and ßi are real numbers. Subse-

quently, Alspach and Matheson [AM] showed that such a set is the hull of a

complemented translation-invariant subspace of L (R) if and only if the a( 's

are pairwise rationally dependent. Hence a natural first guess is that a comple-

mented translation-invariant subspace of H (R) must have a hull of the same

form.

In his thesis Klemes [K] showed that a complemented translation-invariant

subspace of H (T) has hull in the ring generated by arithmetic progressions and

lacunary sequences. (This is also sufficient for complementation.) The role of

lacunary sequences in Hx (R) is less clear at first glance but it will be shown that

they provide complemented I1 's. Thus we are led to the following conjecture:

Conjecture. Let X =£ {0} be a translation-invariant subspace of Hx (R). Then X

is complemented if and only if the hull of X is in the ring generated by arithmetic

progressions and lacunary sequences and is e-separated for some e > 0.
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In this paper we prove the sufficiency of the condition and the necessity of the

separation portion of the condition. We also give some partial results in support

of the necessity of the other portion of the condition as well. In particular we

will show that the conjecture is true provided the natural extension of Klemes'

results to H (T") holds. In [A] the proof of the conjecture is completed.

Let us now fix some notational conventions and recall some basic definitions

which will be used in the paper. HX(U) denotes the subspace of l'(R) con-

sisting of functions with Fourier transform equal to zero on {1 e R: í < 0}

and H (T) denotes the subspace of l'(T) of functions with Fourier trans-

form equal to zero on {n G I : n < 0}. ZZ'(T) and ZZ'(R) are known to be

isometric as Banach spaces [He, p. 103], but of course the translation-invariant

structure is different. Z/Q(T) denotes the subspace of H (T) of functions with

Fourier transform vanishing at zero. Let et(s) = e"s for j,ieR. The pairing

(f,g) with fGL°°(R) and gGLx(U) will be

(f,g) = jf(s)g(s)ds.

Thus g(t) = (et,g) and / * g(0) = (f,g)- Often we will write t in place

of et. For example, if A c R, then [A] = spän{ea : a G A), or if T is an

operator on Lœ(R) and a G R, then Ta = Tea. We will say that a subset

A of R is e-separated if inf{|s - u\ : s,u G A, s ^ u} > s > 0. fL(R) will

denote the ring of subsets of R generated by lacunary sequences (possibly of

finite length) and arithmetic progressions. By the term arithmetic progression

we mean a set of the form al + ß. We will use the term lacunary for sequences

of positive numbers (ct„)n€M where M = {1,2,3, ... ,N} or M = N and

inf{an+x/an: n G M) > 1 and generalized lacunary for sequences satisfying

the same ratio condition but indexed by a subset of Z. Note that we do not

consider R itself to be in Sí¡(R). We will use the notation 1(A) for both the

subspace of L (R) or L (T) of functions with transform vanishing on A and

its intersection with ZZ'(R) or H (T). If X is a translation-invariant subspace

of l'(R), Z(X) will be the hull of X, i.e., {t: x(t) = 0 for all x G X).
To avoid writing some parentheses we will assume that the algebraic operations

take precedence over set theoretic operations, e.g., B u ai + ß = B U ((ai) + ß).

Other standard notation and facts may be found in [K, He, Rl].

The remainder of the paper is divided into three sections. In the first we

prove that lacunary sequences in R correspond to Hubert spaces contained in

Z/'(R), just as lacunary sequences in Z correspond to Hubert spaces contained

in /z'(T). We also show that arithmetic progressions in R correspond to com-

plemented copies of ZZq'(T) in HX(R). These tools allow us to carry over the

techniques of [AM] from Z.'(R) to ZZ'(R) and prove that e-separated sets

which are in £2¿(R) are hulls of complemented translation-invariant subspaces

of ZZ'(R). In the second section we prove the necessity of the e-separation

condition.  The idea is similar to that used in [AM] to show that in the hull
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of a complemented ideal in Ll(R) the arithmetic progressions have rationally

dependent periods but here we use lacunary sequences in place of arithmetic

progressions. In the third we prove some partial results on the nature of the

hull of a complemented translation-invariant subspace. In particular we show

that operators on Z/'(R) with translation-invariant kernel can be averaged to

yield operators on %7J7(bR), the space of "analytic" measures on the Bohr

compactification of R. This allows us to relate our problem to complemented

translation-invariant subspaces of H (T").

1. Construction of projections

In this section we will show that if A is an e-separated subset of R which

is in the ring generated by arithmetic progressions and lacunary sequences then

1(A) = {f G HX(R): f(a) = 0 for all a G A} is complemented in HX(R).

The argument here is similar to that of [AM] but we must first show that the

required liftings exist; e.g., if A = 1 then we must show that there is a subspace

X of Hx (R) such that the natural quotient map of L (R) onto L (T) carries

X onto HQ (T). First we consider the case of lacunary sequences.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose that (a„)n€M is a generalized lacunary sequence of positive

numbers. Then [an: n G M] (in H (R)*) is isomorphic to I (M) and the

operator Lf = (f(an)) is a bounded operator from HX(R) onto l2(M).

Proof. The first assertion follows from the second. Without loss of generality

we may assume M = 1. To see the boundedness of L we need a version of

Paley's inequality. This can be derived from a generalized Paley theorem for

compact groups with ordered dual (see [Rul, p. 213]) but we will show how

to deduce the inequality directly from the well known Paley's inequality for

HX(J).

For each k g N we can find integers (jn) suchthat \a„-jjk\ < l/k. (Take

jn = 0 if an < l/k.) Consider the quotient map Qk from LX(R) into Ll(T)

(actually onto) defined by
oo

Qkf(t) = k E if]{k(t + 2itn)) ,    for t g [0, 2n) .
n=—oo

It is easy to check that Q*kejn = e, . Note that Q(HX(R)) c Zf0l(T). Hence by

Paley's inequality we have
OO 00

E l/0«/*)l2= E \QkfVn)\2 < cWQkfW] < Q/IIÎ>   foraii/ezz'w.
n=—oo n=—oo

(Strictly speaking we should take k sufficiently large else the nonzero portion

of the sequence {jn} may not be lacunary.) Letting k go to infinity we see that

oo

E  lM,)|2 < CIL/ll. ,   for all fGHx(R).
n=—oo
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Thus L is bounded. In order to see that L is onto it is sufficient to show that

there is a dense subset of the unit ball of /2(Z) with uniformly bounded inverse

images. (This is a standard corollary of the proof of the open mapping theorem.

See Lemma 4.13, [Ru2].) Let K& denote the Fejér kernel, i.e., kg(t) = 1 - \t\/5

for \t\<6 and 0 otherwise. Then

oo ~oo oo oo

Y be  K,     = \  y be    K, dt <\\ Y beZ—<     n  a„    à   ,        I /__,     n  a„      à       —       / j     n  a„
n=-N J-°°    n=-N

- I Í IM1]

--N n=-N

11/2

n=-N

L2(KS dt)

if ô is sufficiently small. Clearly LY^„°=_Nbnea Ks = (bn) if S is sufficiently

small and the result follows.   □

Lemma 1.2. If {an} is an e-separated finite union of lacunary sequences in R+ ,

then I({an}) is complemented in H (R). Moreover there is a constant K (de-

pending only on sup card[>>, 2y) n {an}) such that given any ô > 0 there is a

projection P with kerP = I({an}) such that the support of the Fourier transform

of Pf is contained in \Jn(an - S, an + ô) and \\P\\ < K.

Proof. Because {an} is a finite union of lacunary sequences it follows from

Paley's inequality (Lemma 1.1) that there is a constant C' such that

oo

El/K)|2<C'||/|i; ,    for all fGHx(R).
n=\

Now let Kö be the Fejér kernel, as above. Then

1 I")

IIE^AJ.  < \\J2CneaMmKóds) ^  [EKI2] -

if ô < inf{|an - am\ : n ^ m}/2. Hence the operator S: H (R) —> [ea K5] de-

fined by Sf = 2~2f(a„)ea K5 is a bounded projection with kernel I({an}).   D

We can now show that the sets in the ring, £2,(R), generated by the arithmetic

progressions and lacunary sequences (intersected with R+ ), have many of the

same properties that strong Ditkin (Wik) sets have. Observe that any set in

ß/(R) is discrete and hence is a set of spectral synthesis.

Lemma 1.3. Suppose that A and B are elements of £L(R) then

(a) I(A)nI(B) = I(Al)B),

(b) 1(A) + 1(B) = I(AnB).

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. For the second we note that 1(A) + 1(B)

is a translation-invariant subspace of I(AnB) with the same discrete hull and

thus the two are equal. To see that 1(A) + 1(B) is closed we use a standard

device formulated by Rudin to prove that a sum of two spaces is closed, [Ko, p.
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202]. By that result it is sufficient to show that there is a sequence of operators

{7;} from HX(R) to 1(A) suchthat

(i)  sup H 7; H <00,

(ii) Tn(I(B)) c 1(B) for all n,

(iii) If / € 1(A) and e > 0, there is an n with ||7;/ - /|| < e.

Because A g Q¡(R), A = (Ax \A2) U A3 where A2 and A3 are finite unions

of lacunary sequences, Ax d A2, Ax n A3 = 0, and Ax is a finite union of

arithmetic progressions. Hence Ax is a strong Ditkin set for L (R), (see [AM

or AMR]) and therefore there is a sequence of uniformly bounded measures

{pn} such that

(1) p„ = I on a neighborhood of Ax,

(2) If fGl(Ax), \\nn*f\\-*0,
(3) If C is a compact set which is disjoint from Ax, pn = 0 on C

for all large n .

For each k G N there is a pk > 0 such that (A U B) n [0, k] is 2/z^-separated.

Let Pk be the projection given by Lemma 1.2 for A2 n [0, k] and pk , and ßfc

for A3 n [0, zc] and p^ . (We may assume that pk —> 0.) Consider the family

of operators

^/-[/-ífe]í(*->J*¿¿'*/ + ̂ ,*Vt*/l -   for fGHX(R) ,

where (5 denotes the Dirac measure at 0. If m is sufficiently large the intersec-

tion of [0, zc] with the support of pm is disjoint from [(B\Ax)L)A3]+[- pk, pk].

Thus for such m, a simple computation shows that (i) and (ii) are satisfied by

Smk. If f G 1(A) then (I-Pk)Kk*fGl(Ax). Hence \\/im*(I-Pk)Kk*f\\^0
and (I - Qk)Kk *f=Kk*f—*f. Thus (iii) is also satisfied. Hence some

ordering of the Sm k is the required sequence {Tn} , and (b) follows.   G

We are now ready for our first complementation criterion. Note that for each

a,ßGR+ there is a natural quotient map Qa ß from l'(R) onto l'(T) such

that Qa „f (n) = f(an + ß). This map is defined by

.    00 -

QajfW = Í   E t'V^ + ̂ )  .    for  tG[0,2n).
n——00

Lemma 1.4. Suppose that BgSI,(R), a and jieR, and al+ßnB = 0. Then

I(Böa2 + ß) is complemented in 1(B) if and only if there is a subspace X of

1(B) such that the quotient map Qa „ : Lx (R) —> Lx (T), is an isomorphism from

X onto HX(J).

Proof. First suppose that I(B u al + ß) is complemented in 1(B). Let X be

the complement and let P be the projection onto X with kernel I(B\JaI + ß).

Note that Pf\an + ß) = f(an + ß) for all n G Z, and thus that Qf = QPf.
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Because B g £L(R), it follows from Lemma 1.3 that

Q(l(B))=Q(I(B) + I(a2 + ß))

= Q(I(B n aZ + ß)) = Q(HX (R)) = HXQ (T),

and

ker Q n 1(B) = I(ál + ß)n 1(B) = I(B öal + ß) .

Hence Q(X) = Q(I(B)) = ZZ0'(T), and Q is one-to-one on X, as claimed.

Conversely, if such an X exists, define Pf = [ôl^]- Qf ■ Clearly P is aI-
projection from 1(B) onto X with kernel I(B U aï + ß) .    G

Corollary 1.5. Suppose that B G £1¡(R), a and jSeR, A is a finite union of

lacunary subsets of 1, and a(l\A) + ß(lB = 0.  Then I(B U a(l \ A) + ß)

is complemented in 1(B)  if and only if there is a subspace X of 1(B) such

that the map mAQa „ is an isomorphism from X onto 1(A), where mA is the

multiplier on ZZ'(T) satisfying (mAf)~ = lZ\Af'•

Proof. Use the fact that 1(A) is complemented in ZZ0(T) and the proof of

Lemma 1.4.   G

This last result gives us a criterion for checking relative complementation

which will be useful both for showing the existence of projections and for es-

tablishing the e-separation result.

Proposition 1.6. Suppose that B g Q¿(R) and A is a finite union of lacunary

subsets of I. If there is an e > 0 such that d(B ,a(I\A) + ß) > e, then

I(B u a(l \ A) + ß) is complemented in 1(B).

Proof. Because al + ß is a coset of a subgroup of R there is a measure p on

R such that fi = 1 on al + ß and p = 0 on [al + ß + (-p, p)]c, where

p = min(e, \an + ß\ : n G Z),

[R2, AMR]. Let m be a function such that

\m(t)\ < -Ç-j ,
l +r

supp m c (-^ , ^j ,   and m(0) = 1 .

(For example, the Fejér kernel could be used.) Let

X={fGHx(R):f=   £  an(ean+ß)m\.
L n€Z\A '

We claim that p * X = X' is the required complement.

Clearly X' c 1(B). By the previous corollary it is sufficient to show that the

map mAQ = mAQa B is an isomorphism from X' onto 1(A). To see this let

us compute Qf~(k) for f G X'.
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=/_:
-ak-ß (t)f(t)dt = f(ak + ß)

= p(ak + ß) J2 aj[(eaj+ß)m](ak + ß)
J€Z\A

*r „A'   Íak if
V,Ç/A = lo   if

J€Z\A

ak   if k £A,

kGA.

Hence QfGl(A). Now suppose that g G 1(A) and let / = E„ g(n)(ean+ß)m

then
/•OO    .

11/11, = ¡Ee(n)(ean+ß)m    = /       £*(n)(*OII+,)i»i
11     „ '        J —oo '     „

/oo
\eß(t)g(at)m(t)\dt

-oo

rln/a

= E /   i*(a')i

"e

zn
/ 27T«\

dt

<  -11*11, m   t +
2itn

a

Because m satisfies |zn(i)| < C/(l + t ) for some C < oo, the L°° norm

above is finite; clearly mAQ(p * f) = g ■ This shows that mAQ(X') = 1(A).

Obviously mAQ is one-to-one on X' and the result is proved,   a

Remark 1.7. If B = 0, and we choose m(t) = ma(t) = amx(at) then

1

EH*2?) =     E \mi(at + 27T«)|
n

=    E lmi(x + 2w/i)|

Thus we see that the norm of the isomorphism does not depend on a or ß.

We have now obtained the main positive result.

Theorem 1.8. Suppose that B is an e-separated subset of R which is in Sl((R).

Then 1(B) is complemented in Hx (R).

Proof. Such a set B is a finite union of disjoint sets C(, i = 0,1,2, ... ,m ,

where CQ is a finite union of lacunary sets and each C¡, i > 0, is an arithmetic

progression minus a finite union of lacunary sequences. Moreover, the sets C;

are e-separated. Now 7(C0) is complemented by Lemma 1.2. Letting B be

Uf=0 Ct and a(z \ A) + ß be Ck+\  in Proposition  1.6, for k = 0,1,2, ... ,
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m - 1, we get a sequence of projections P0,PX,P2, ... ,Pm such that P¡ maps

I([Jj¿Cj) onto Z(Uy=0Cy). It follows then that P = PmPm^-PQ is the

required projection,   a

2. The c-separation condition

The first step in establishing that the hull of a complemented translation-

invariant subspace is e-separated will be to show that it is locally like the hull

of a complemented translation-invariant subspace of LX(R). To do this we will

need some basic facts from Banach space theory. We will simply list these as

lemmas without proof. The first is an exercise, [DS, p. 513], and a proof of the

second is contained in the proof of Lemma 1.4.

Lemma 2.1. If X and Y are Banach spaces and S : X* -» Y* is w*-continuous

then there is a bounded linear operator T : Y —> X such that T* = S. Moreover,

if S isa w*-isomorphism onto Y*, then T is an isomorphism.

Lemma 2.2. If Z is a subspace of X then Z is complemented in X iff the

quotient map Q: X —> X/Z has a bounded right inverse T. Moreover the

complement of Z can be taken to be T(X/Z).

The next lemma shows that there is a simple relation between annihilators

of translation-invariant subspaces of Z7 (R) and L (R) provided the hull is

separated from 0 and oo.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that A is a closed subset of [a, b] with 0 < a < b < oo

and X is a translation-invariant subspace of H (R) such that Z(X) = A . Let

Y be the norm closure of [X + {f:fG L,(R) and f(t) = 0 for all t > a/2}].

Then X± C HX(R)* is w*- isomorphic to Yx ç l'(R)* via the natural quotient

map Q: L°°(R) -» ZZ'(R)*.

Proof. First observe that the quotient map Q: L°°(R) ~* HX(R)* carries Y±

into Xa- . Indeed if y G Y± , (Qy ,f) = (y ,f) = 0 for all / G X because

X cY . Also Q is one-to-one on Y1-, because kerß = ZZ^R)"1 and Z/'(R)±n

Y± = {0}. We claim that Q actually carries Yx onto X±. Suppose that

x G X± . Let F be an element of HX(R) such that supp F c [a/2,oo) and

F\,      .   , = 1, for some e with 0 < e < a/2. Then if we define an element y

of L°°(R) by (y,f) = (x,F*f) for all / G LX(R), we have (y,f) = (x,f)

for f G HX(R), because f - F * f G X . In other words Qy = x . Because Q

is w*-continuous, the lemma is proved,   a

Theorem 2.4. If X is a complemented translation-invariant subspace of H (R)

and Z(X) = A c[a,b], 0 < a < b < oo, then A is finite.

Proof. We will show that 1(A) is complemented in l'(R) . It will then follow

from Theorem 1.6 of [Rl] that A is a finite set.
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In the notation of Lemma 2.3 the subspace Y of L (R) has the property that

LX(R)/Y is isomorphic to Hx (R)/X, by Lemma 2.1. Clearly Z(Y) = A. From

Lemma 2.2 we know that the complement Z of X in H (R) is isomorphic to

ZZ1(R)/Jf and hence to LX(R)/Y. To establish the complementation of Y we

will again use Lemma 2.2 and show that the quotient map R of L (R) onto

LX(R)/Y is an isomorphism from Z onto LX(R)/Y. In particular we will show

that R = SQxi where S is the isomorphism from HX(R)/X onto LX(R)/Y,

Qx is the quotient map from HX(R) onto HX(R)/X, and i is the inclusion

from Zci'(R) into HX(R).

l'(R)    —^    LX(R)/Y L°°|(R) ^—    Y±
U
Z
i«

L°°(R)/Z1-

î -»Ii_i     er
Q=S'

ZZ'(R)    -^   HX(R)/X        L°°(R)/HX(R)±    ^—   X1

It is sufficient to check that the diagram on the left commutes. This is equivalent

to checking the commutativity of the dual diagram on the right. However this

is obvious,   a

Our next result shows that there is a direct relation between complemented

translation-invariant subspaces with hull in an interval and those with more

general hulls. Below ^#(R) denotes the space of finite Radon measures on R.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that P: H (R) —► X is a projection onto X and X is

translation-invariant. Let A = Z(X). IfO<a<b<c<d<oo, [a,b]C\A =

[c,d] n A = 0, and p G J7(R) such that supp p c[a,d] and p(t) = 1 for all

tG[b,c], then

Uf=(I-P)p*f , for /eZZ'(R)

defines a projection with ker U = X + I([b, c]).

Proof. First we will show that ker U D X+I([b ,c]). If f G X then, because X

is translation-invariant, p*fGX. Hence Pp*f = p*f and thus (I-P)p*f =

0. If f G I([b, c]) then (p* f)~ = 0 except on (a, b) U (c, d). Because the

support of (p * f)~ is disjoint from A and compact there is an F g X such

that F = 1 on supp (p* f)~ . (See [He, p. 150].) But then F * p * f g X and

F * p* f = p* f. Hence (Z - P)p * f = 0.
To complete the proof it is sufficient to check that U* z = z for all z G Z =

(X + I([b,c])) . Indeed range U* c ker U and thus we get that U* is the

identity on its range, i.e., U* is a projection. Thus U is also a projection and

ker U = Z±.

Now suppose that z G Z and f G L (R). Then

(U*z,f) = (z,Uf) = (z,(I-P)p*f) = (z,p*J)-(z,Pp*J)

= (z,p* f)    (because range P c X and z g Xx)

= (z,f)       (because f - p* f g I([b,c])).
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Thus U* z = z as claimed,   a

Corollary 2.6. If X is a complemented translation-invariant subspace of Hx (R)

and b,c <£ Z(X), 0 < b < c < œ, then there is a complemented translation-

invariant subspace Y ofHx(R) suchthat Z(Y) = Z(X)n[b,c]. Consequently

Z (X) n [b, c] is finite.

Proof. The previous lemma shows that Y = X + I([b, c]) is complemented in

Hx(R). Clearly Z(X) <l[b,c] = Z(Y).   G

To complete our proof that the hull of a complemented translation-invariant

subspace of H (R) is discrete we need to eliminate the possibility that the hull

contains an interval with endpoint 0 or oo. To do this we introduce a sequence

of averages of an operator which will approximate the average over R (which

generally will exist only in the w* sense.)

Definition 2.7. If P is an operator on H (R) define for each N gN,

NPf=^fj_NWr))-xdt for fGHx(R),    where gT(t) = g(t - r).

Because the map t —► gT is (norm) continuous the integral exists in the Bochner

sense. Note that if P is a projection with translation-invariant range then NP

is a projection with the same range and no larger norm.

The following lemma can be proved by a direct calculation:

Lemma 2.8. If FgLx(R) and T is a bounded operator on ZZ'(R) then

(a) \\F*NTf-NTF*f\\<a(N)\\f\\ and^a(N) - fj as N - oo.
(b) If S is a w*-operator limit of ((NT)*) = (N(T*)),  S is translation-

invariant.

Sketch of Proof. A computation shows that

\\(NTf)r-NT(fr)\\ <min(2,M)||r|| ||/|| ,   for all  x.

From this it follows that

\\F*(NTf)-NT(F*f)\\<\\T\\\\f\\J°°JF(T)\mm{2,^)dx.

which implies (a). Assertion (b) is a direct consequence of (a),   a

Proposition 2.9. If X is a nontrivial complemented translation-invariant sub-

space of ZZ'(R)  then Z(X) does not contain an interval with endpoint 0 or

oo.

Proof. Let b = sup{x: [0,x] c Z(X)} and c = inf{x: [x,oo) c Z(X)}.

Choose a sequence of positive real numbers an decreasing to 0 such that an2

does not intersect the countable set (b,c) C\Z(X). For each n let Qn denote

the quotient map from ZZ'(R) onto ZZ0'(T) determined by anZ and let Sn be
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a right inverse. By the proof of Proposition 1.6 and the remark following it, we

may assume that \\Sn\\ \\Qn\\ < M. (M does not depend on n .)

Let P be a projection with kernel X and for fixed n consider the sequence

of operators on ZZj (T) defined by

Tn,kf=Qn(kP(SJ)),   for kGN.

It follows from Lemma 2.8 that uP*en  converges w*  to 0 or en  for each
K p p

p G R. It follows that Tn k converges (as zc tends to oo) pointwise in the

w* topology of ZZ'(T) to an idempotent multiplier Mn on //¿(T). Moreover

because Z(X)(~\(b,c) contains no limit points, M*(e.) = 0 for all j suchthat

aj G (b,c). Similarly, because [0,b]u [c,oo) c Z(X), M*(e.) = e for all j

such that aj G [0, b] U [c, oo).

Observe that if b ^ 0 or c ^ oo then both the zero set and the 1-set of Mn

intersected with q^Z must get large with n . We will show that such a sequence

of multipliers cannot be bounded uniformly.

Indeed, suppose that m is a multiplier on ZZ0(T) such that m(n) = 1 if

n<N or n>J>N and m(n) = 0 otherwise. Suppose that N > I. Let

r = min(A73 ,J - N). Let / = eN_r(2K2r - Kr), and note that f G Hx (T).

Then m(n)f(n) = 0 if n > N and_m(n)f(n) =lifN-2r<n<N.

Applying Hardy's inequality to eNmf we see that \\mf\\ > Clog2r. In the

situation above r —► oo which is a contradiction of the uniform boundedness

of the Mn.

In the case //oo we take r = J-N, and / = eJ+r(2K2r - Kr) and proceed

similarly.   G

Corollary 2.10. If X isa complemented translation-invariant subspace of Hx (R),

then Z(X) has no limit points in (0,oo).

Corollary 2.11. If X is a complemented translation-invariant subspace of H (R),

then the intersection of any arithmetic progression with Z(X) is in the ring of

sets generated by subarithmetic progressions and lacunary subsets of the original

arithmetic progression.

Proof. The averaging argument used above shows that for each arithmetic pro-

gression there is a 0-1 valued multiplier on ZZ'(T) with support which corre-

sponds to the intersection with Z(X). By Klemes' result [K] this intersection

is of the required form,   a

We know now that Z(X) n (0,oo) contains only isolated points but there

still remains the possibility that inf{|a - b\ : a ^ b G Z(X)} = 0, either near oo

or 0. The proof that this is not the case is very similar to the proof of Lemma

2.3 of [AM] except that lacunary sequences are used in place of arithmetic

progressions.
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Lemma 2.12. Suppose that A is a discrete subset of (0,œ) with no finite limit

points except perhaps 0. Suppose that (xn)neM is a generalized lacunary se-

quence contained in A, i.e., there is a q > 1 such that for all n,n + 1 G M,

qxn < xn+x, where M = N, -N, or Z. Then [xn] is w*-complemented in

[Äf" , where the w* topology is the o([A],Hx(R)/I(A)) topology. Moreover

W =Kf" ®[A\{xn}f .
Proof. We have already proved the first assertion for the case M = N. (See

Lemma 1.2.) We will assume that M = 1 and leave the modifications for the

remaining cases to the reader.

For each n G N let Xn = [xk : -n < k < n]. By Lemma 1.2 there is a

w*-continuous projection Pn from H (R)* onto Xn and the norm of Pn does

not depend on « . By first convolving by a measure pn with transform equal to

1 on {xk : -n < k < n} and 0 off of a compact set not containing zero, [Ru 1, p.

53], we may assume that the kernel of Pn contains all but finitely many points

of A. Restricting these operators to [A] and averaging we get for each n a

sequence (rPn)°fLx of projections from [A] onto Xn. Clearly rPnea tends to

0 as r goes to oo for each aG A\{xk: - n < k < n} and thus a ^'-operator

limit point Qn is a norm continuous projection of [A]     onto Xn with kernel

[A \ {xk : - n < k < n]    . Because both the kernel and range are tiAclosed it

follows that Qn is w*-continuous on [Âf1  .

Now let Q be a w*-operator limit point of the sequence Qn . Clearly range

Q D (Jn range Qn and Q is the identity on (J„ range Qn . Because [xn]

is isomorphic to / , a reflexive space, the norm closure of \Jn Xn is also the

if*-closure. Thus Q is the identity on [xn] . Also the kernel of Q con-

tains n„ker(2„ = n„ \A\{xk:-n<k< n}f = [A\{xn}f and the result
is proved,   a

We are ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.13. Suppose that X is a complemented translation-invariant subspace

of Hx (R). Then there is an e > 0 such that \a - b\ > e for all a, b G Z(X),

a¿b.

Proof. We have already established that Z(X) is a discrete set with no nonzero

finite limit points. Suppose first that 0 is a limit point of Z(X) and let (xn) be

a generalized lacunary sequence in Z(X) with 0 as a limit point. Lemma 2.12

implies that [xn] is complemented in [Z(X)] by a projection with kernel

[Z(X) \ {xn}]w . Because the kernel and range are w*-closed the projection

is w*-continuous. Hence [xn] is it;*-complemented in H (R)*. Let P* be

the projection onto [xnf and let Y be the range of P. It follows that Y

is isomorphic to the predual of [xnf  . Therefore the mapping / -+ (/(*„))
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is an isomorphism from Y onto I2. Because the unit ball of Y is weakly

compact, for every e > 0 there is an interval [-K, K] such that for all / G

Y, ||/|Hjf,x]lli > (1 - 6)11/11! . However xn -+ 0 so ex¡¡ -> 1 uniformly on

[-K ,K]. Hence there is no bounded sequence (fn) in Y such that fn(xk) =

6n . This contradiction shows that 0 is not a limit point of Z(X).

Next suppose that there is an increasing sequence (xn) c Z(X) such that

inf{|x -y\: j G N and y G Z(X) \ {*„}} = 0. Without loss of generality we

may assume that (xn) is lacunary. By Lemma 2.12 [xn] is w*-complemented

in [Z(X)] with complement [Z(X)\(xn)] . This implies that there is a

subspace Y of I(Z(X)\(xn)) which is isomorphic to / with the isomorphism

given by / —> (f(xn)). (See Lemma 2.1 of [AM].) Suppose that (fn) is a

uniformly bounded sequence in Y such that f„(xk) = 5n . Then fn\zlX)\,x >. —

0 but fn(xn) = 1. This implies that the sequence (fn) is not relatively weakly

compact (not uniformly integrable or not essentially supported on a compact

set), which contradicts the fact that Y was isomorphic to / .   D

3. Some partial results

In the previous section we have shown that the hull of a complemented

translation-invariant subspace must be e-separated but we have not shown that

the hull is in ß,(R). In this section we will show that if Klemes' result general-

izes to ZZ'(T") then the hull is in Q7(R) and that in any case the hull must be

somewhat like an element of Q;(R). The main difficulty is that unlike Klemes

we are forced to deal with operators which are not 0-1 valued multipliers. First

we will prove a result similar to Theorem 2 of [K].

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that A is an e-separated subset of R+ and that 1(A)

is complemented in H (R). If A has arbitrarily large gaps, then A is a finite

union of lacunary sequences.

The proof of this is very similar to Klemes' proof of Theorem 2 [K] so we

will just show that we can set things up to use his ideas. Let bR denote the Bohr

compactification of R and let 7%fJ7(bR) be the set of all finite Radon measures

on bR with transform equal to zero on the negative real axis.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that A is an e-separated subset of R+ and that 1(A)

is complemented in 7ífJ7(bR). If A has arbitrarily large gaps, then A is a finite

union of lacunary sequences.

Before explaining how one proves this we will prove the next lemma which

will allow us to deduce Proposition 3.1 from Proposition 3.2.

Lemma 3.3. If T is a projection on H (R) with translation-invariant kernel

1(A), then there is a translation-invariant projection S on 7%fJ7(bR) with kernel

{p G ̂ J7(bR) : p(a) = 0 for all a G A}.
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Proof. Consider the sequence of operators (nT) and let SQ be a w* operator

limit point of (nT*). S0 is a translation-invariant operator on L°°(R)/Hx (R)"1,

with range in [Âf'/Hx(Rf . Indeed (S0(g),f) = limn(g,nTf) = 0 if / G

1(A). Thus S0(g)GW'/Hx(R)±. Also {S0(et),fs) = <S0((*,),) ,f) for all

s G R and / 6 ZZ'(R), so that SQ(et) = m(t)et modulo elements of ZZ^R)"1.

Next we wish to show that the induced operator Sx on

C(bR)/(C(bR)nHx(R)±) defined by

£,(*>,+ (C(6R)nZZ1(R)±)) =m(t)et + (C(bR)nHx(R)±),    for t G R+ ,

is bounded. It will follow then that Sx is a well-defined operator on

C(bR)/(C(bR)nHx(R)±)

and hence S = S* is an operator on %77tf(bR). Clearly S will be a multiplier.

Now suppose that p is a trigonometric polynomial, and let X denote Lebesgue

measure on the image of R in bR. Because {fdX: f G ZZ'(R)} is w* dense
in (C(¿zR)nZZ'(R)x)x,

\\P II C(ZjR)/(C(ZjR)n//' (R)-1- )

= sup{\(p,p)\:pG (C(bR)nHx(R)±)± =^t(bR) , \\p\\ = 1}

= sup{\(p,p)\:p = fdX , /GZZ'(R) , ||/i|| = l}

= sup{|(p,/)|:/eZ71(R) , ||/|| = 1}

=   IIZ7lli.oo(R)///l(R)±  •

This shows that the L00(R)/ZZ1(R)-L and C(bR)/(C(bR)nHx(R)±) norms are

equal on trigonometric polynomials and thus the boundedness of 50 implies

the boundedness of Sx . Obviously the range of Sx is contained in (C(bR) n

[A])/(C(bR)nHx(R)±) and thus S has the required kernel.

Finally suppose that T is a projection. Then nT* is also a projection with

range [A]    /H (R)   . Hence S0, Sx and 5 are also projections and

(range Sxf = [[A]/Hx (R)^ = ker S.   a

The two main ingredients in the proof of Theorem 3 of [K] are standard

properties of the Fejér kernels and the solution of the Littlewood Conjecture

[MPS]. In the case of the Bohr compactification of R the Fejér kernels cor-

respond to the singular (with respect to the Haar measure) measures K6dX,

where X is Lebesgue measure on the image of R in bR, and as noted in [MPS]

the generalized Hardy's Inequality holds in any compact abelian group with or-

dered dual. It is now an easy exercise to show that Klemes' argument proves our

Proposition 3.2. Proposition 3.1 follows then from Proposition 3.2 and Lemma

3.3.
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We can use this result to reduce somewhat the number of possible zero sets

for complemented translation-invariant subspaces of Hx (R). In particular we

can reduce the verification of the conjecture to subsets of finitely generated

subgroups of R.

Theorem 3.4. Assume that it is true that whenever B is a subset of a finitely

generated subgroup of R and 1(B) is complemented in H (R), then B is in

fL(R). Suppose that X is a complemented translation-invariant subspace of

ZZ'(R) and Z(X) = A. Then there is a finitely generated subgroup G of R

such that A\G is a finite union of lacunary sequences, i.e., A g Q,(R).

We need to prove some other results to prepare for the proof of this theorem.

Our next result shows that the zero set of a complemented translation-invariant

subspace of Hx (R) must have a large part near an arithmetic progression.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that P is a projection on H (R) with ker P = 1(A) and

A is an e-separated subset of [0, oo). Then there exists a real number t > 0

and a finite set F C[0,t) such that for every ô > 0, y4n[Zr-l-T{0,1,2,3, ...} +
(-Ô, ô)]c has arbitrarily large gaps.

The proof of this result requires some preliminaries. First we recall a result

of Rosenthal [Rl].

Lemma 3.6. If S is an operator on L°°(R) and ranged) = [A]     then there is

a translation-invariant operator T on L°°(R) with range(T) c [A] such that

if a G A and Sa = a then Ta = a.

The next lemma will allow us to imitate the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [K].

Lemma 3.7. Suppose that (Sk) is a sequence of operators on L (R) such that

for any f GL (R) the sequence (Skf~) is equicontinuous, ker Sk = I(Ak), Ak

is a finite e-separated set for each k, and Ak —► A , i.e., for every S > 0 there is

a K g N such that A + (-ô ,ô) D Ak for all k > K and for any L there is a
K such that for all k > K,

An[-L,L]cAk + (-Ö,S).

If S = w*-op-limSl , then range S C [A] . If, in addition, for every L > 0

there is a K such that if k > K then S*ka = a for all a G Ak n [-L,L], then

S is a projection onto [A]    .

Proof. The first assertion is easy. Indeed, if / e Ll(R) and for some ô > 0,

f\A+ts s) ~ ® 'tnen (# > /) = 0 for all g G [Ak] if k is sufficiently large. Thus

for any h G L°°(R), tu'limS^h G [A + (-Ô ,S)]W    for every ô > 0. Hence

Sh G W' ■
Now suppose that for every L > 0 there is a K such that if k > K then

Si a = a for all a G Ak n [-L ,L]. If a G A , e > 0 and / G Lx (R), then for
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sufficiently large zc we can find ak G Akn(-e + a,e + a). Now

(Sa,f)= lim(S*ka, f) = \im-(S*kak, f) + (S*ka ,f) + (ak,f),

because Skak = ak . Of course (ak,f) = f(ak) -* f(a) ; in fact the equiconti-

nuity assumption implies that (S*kak , f) - (S*ka, f) = Skf'(ak) - Skf~(a) -> 0.

Hence Sa = a for all a G A . Finally to see that S is the identity on [A] ,

suppose that g G[A~f" . Let /eZ'(R) and assume that supp /c [-L,L]

for some L < oo. If gn G [AJ and gn X g, then (Sg,f) = lim(S*kg,f) =

limklimn(S*kgn,f). Because supp /c[-L,L] and (Skf")k is equicontinu-

ous, (Si gk,f) - (S*kgn,f) is small for all large n , given k large enough. But

(S*kgk ,f) = (gk'f) and therefore (Sg,f) = lim^ (gk,f) = (g,f). Because L
was arbitrary, S g = g .   G

Proof of Theorem 3.5. Define operators S   on Z.'(R) by

SJ - e_3hpn * [P(pn * e3hf)\

where

KW =

0 if -oo <x + 3(n-n) < 0,

(x + 3(n - h))/2n if   0   < x+ 3(n - ñ) <2n,

1 if 2n < x + 3(n - ñ) < An,

3-[(x + 3(n-h))/2n] if 4zz < x + 3(n - «) < 6«,

0 if   6zz < x + 3(n - h) < oo,

and « > n (chosen below). Because range P* c [A]

range Sn c \a n [3(« -n) , 6n + 3(ñ - n)]\ - 3«

Lin [3(ñ -n) , 6n + 3(« - n)]\ - 3ñ

\A-3hn [-3n,3n]\.

Let An = (A- 3ñ)n[-3« ,3n]. If u + 3ñ G An[2n + 3(« - n), An + 3(ñ - n)]

then S*u = v . Because A is e-separated, by choosing ñ appropriately we may

assume that An —» A1 for some set A'. Indeed, if An k = (A - 3k) n [-3«, 3zi],

then card An k < ^^ . Hence we may choose for each n a subsequence {k.}

such that An k converges. A standard diagonalization argument yields the

sequence h .

We are almost ready to apply Lemma 2, but we have not yet checked the

equicontinuity of (Skf~). For n large pn * e3hf is close in norm to e3hf and

e3hf —" 0 weakly. Hence pn * e3flf —> 0 weakly. Because every norm bounded

operator is weakly continuous P(pn * er„f) —* 0 weakly. Thus P(pn * e$ñf)

is uniformly integrable and essentially supported on some fixed set of finite

measure, [DS, p. 292]. Therefore (P(pn *^3S/)") is equicontinuous, and hence
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so is (Snf~).   Applying Lemma 3.7 we see that S* —► 5 a projection onto

NT*.
By Lemma 3.6 there is a translation-invariant projection onto the same space

and thus by Rosenthal's (Cohen's) Theorem [Rl], Á is a finite union of cosets

of 1 (up to a finite set). Because A was e-separated so is a! and thus the

periods must be rationally dependent. Let t be the GCD of the periods. Now

consider the final assertion of the theorem. Because An —► A', given a >

0, An c A! + (-ô,ô) for large n . Hence An + 3ñ = A n [3(« - n), 6n +

3(« - n)] c A1 + (-0,0) + 3« . By passing to a subsequence we may assume

that 3« converges to a mod t . Hence for n in this subsequence and large,

An + 3« c A1 + a + (S, ô), and therefore for F = (A1 + a) n [0, t) we have a

gap of size 6« in An[F+ t{0,1 ,2, ...} + (-ô,ô)]c.   a

We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 3.4.

Proof. We have by Theorem 2.13 that A is an e-separated subset of R and that

there is a translation-invariant projection S on ß77^7(bR) with kernel 1(A). Let

A = {an) and let Gk be the group generated by {an : n < k} . By the easy part

of Cohen's Idempotent Theorem for each zc there is a norm-one measure pk

on bR such that pk = lG . Let Tkf = Sf - pk* Sf and Ukf = pk * Sf.
Observe that Tk is a projection with kernel I (A \ Gk) and Uk is a projection

with kernel I (A n Gk). We claim that for some zc , A \ Gk has large gaps and

thus by Proposition 3.2 is a finite union of lacunary sequences.

Suppose that this is false. We are assuming that for each zc, A n Gk G

ß,(R) and thus there are real numbers an , ßn , n = 1,2,3, ... ,Nk

and finite unions of lacunary sequences Cn , Bk such that A n Gk =

\Jnakn(l\Ck) + ßköBk. Theorem 3.5 implies that there is a t>0 andafinite

subset F of [0, t) , independent of k, such that an(l \ Cn) + ß\ C tZ + F.
Hence A n Gk \ rZ + F is a finite union of lacunary sequences for each k . For

each zc the operator Vkf = v * Ukf, where v = LtZ+f)c, is a projection with

kernel I (A n Gk \ tZ + F), and || Vk\\ is bounded independent of k. It remains

to show that (\J Bk) \ tZ + F is a finite union of lacunary sequences.

As noted by Klemes the proof of (2.2) [K] shows that if m is a 0-1 valued

multiplier on H (T) with large gaps in the support of m then sup card[3;y, 6y)

n supp m < exp(exp(c||zrz||)). A similar estimate is valid for the proof of Propo-

sition 3.2. Because this parameter determines the number of lacunary sequences

needed in the union and a lower bound on the ratio of lacunarity q, we obtain

that

sup¿    card[3y, 6y) n A n Gk \ tZ + F = supy card[3>>, 6y) n A \ tZ + F is finite

and thus that A \ rl + F is a finite union of lacunary sequences.   G

One way to think of a finitely generated subgroup of R is to find a slightly

larger subgroup G of R which is isomorphic to Z" and consider this as the dual

group of the quotient bR/G± . In this way the multiplier acting on %?J7(bR)
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can be considered as acting on H (Tn). (By HX(T") we mean the subspace

of L (T") consisting of functions with transform zero on a negative half-space

of Z" . See [Rul, p. 197].) It might be possible to prove the analog of Klemes'

result here and then deduce the result for R from Theorem 3.4.
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